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:. &et G’ and H aphs on p vertices. We give a suffictent Londition, based 
f the verrices of G and the maximum degree of t w vertices of ff’ for 
Throughout this paper, all graphs considered are finite and simpl;. 
The C&~WP of a vertex v in the graph G is denoted deg<; (v). The vertex 
set of G is dencted V(G). e say that a graph H can be embedded into 
h G if there is an injec V(H) -+ V(G) such that if v and 
acent in H, then w v) and R(W) are adjaceA in 9;. Given graphs 
WC give a sufficient condition for the 
existence of an emb 
e notation G(1, X) s r a bipartite graph wit!-1 an ordered 
bipartite graph H(J, V) is said to be epAu- 
n, 6 ) of injective ma,ppin;p n : J + d alq;A 
his embedding will be denote 
io State whc re 
contract 
tain a sufficient condition that any bijectI(on w: 9 + I can be extended 
to an embedding ia, 0) : H(J, Yl + I$(& XC). An extensive family of bi- 
partite graphs G(I, X) and H(J, Y) i.; constmctecl for which the above 
su@i@ient condition is also necessary. hen obtain a sufficient con= 
on fix embedding a paph H in :I g G, depefiding on the vertex 
qaum degree A(’ of the 
5;) of the vertices of 6. Fi- 
nally, we give a constant  c(H), depe only on A(w), such that 
if S(iT) 3 c(H)p-- 1, then M can be embi doled in G. 
Given X C V(G) and CI E V’(G), cIenoti* by Xa the wt of vertices 
x E X adjacent toa (i.e., such that x an+ I .x1;; istinct and have a corn- 
man edg@. For A C, V[.<+, diefine the st:t’s. 
This notation i(; adopted ~h~ou~~~ut %f-2 itaper and applies usually to * _ 
e now give a variation of a thewe-:n of Rado [ 23. Our statement is
more like the formulation in M~irsky’s !wk [ 1 q pp. 84-871. 
(n, 0) : If(J, Y) -+ G(I, X) 
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In [ ‘I], condition (2.1) is taken to hold for any nonempty family F 
of subsets of .L, not jtist the subfamilies of (J’ : y E Y). S 
and define 
Yff] = Y*(f) \ Y” (J \ J’). 
e note that the no pty YfSf are those of the form Y[J,] for 
f are the boolean atoms generated by 
cts, one can easily see from tke proof in [ I ] 
Mirsky’s condition. 
Define a bi anrtite ph B(X, Y) with vertex set the disjomt union 
of X and y ar d edge set 
{&,,)I “ap E X, _V 
Condlition (2. j. ) is rmxssary 
E Y and TJ_~ C I, }. -, 
and sufficient for a matching in B(X, Y) 
which associa,I:es with each y E Y an element (1~ E X. In this way the 
required em bt :dding 
(a, ?) : H(J, Y) + C(I, X) 
is produced. 
ipartite graphs 
It would bc of in&reset to know a conditiorr for a bipartite graph 
I&?, I”) to be ,:3 subgraph of another bipartite graph G(I, X). Theorem 
2. li p:rovides i means of extending, if possible, a bijection IT : J + I to 
an embedding of N(J, Y) into G(I, X). We shall let 
(3.2) 
and by (3.2) for arty y e Y, 
(3.7) V’r G A#). 
be a fixed subset of Y Let fi be s minimum subset ofJ such 
is nunempty fss all sets Jy wit1 y E Y. Every poill 
) lit24 9n Yj for some j E I?, aprc so by (3.6), 
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and so (2.1) ho!& in this case. 
C”?J,W ii. Suppose that 
Let y’ ed membtx of I”“. Then by (3.7) and (3.3), the set 
is the inte 
sets Xj, j E nJv8, eat:h Xi containing afl but at most ~XI-6,(C) vertices 
of X. Hence It’” (“J.;,~ ) contains all but at most 8, (H) (/XI --b,(G)) vet- 
tices of X, and so, 
Therefore, 
3 IN -- A,(N) (IN -- 61(G)) (by (3.11)), 
IKwl+(cN (by (3.W, 
(by (3.1 Oh 
I 
my (3.W, 
ince (2.1) holds in either case, this theoreti 
to obtain the conclusions 
th requirements of our re- 
I,.& s : J + I be a fixed bijective mapping. Tkn par 
exist with 
The sets P, YfJ, P, A? may be emg :!I. 
?Ve c onstruct bipartite graphs fir[.l, k’) arrd G(I, X), with the evidezlt 
vertex sets, and edge sets defined by 
e readily see that any embedding 
ut this is exactly condition (3.5) of ‘I’hearclt-n 3. I. 
of simple grq 
bn this section we consider the problem of giving a nontrivial suffi- 
cient condition for a graph to be embedded in another graph. We shall 
use Theorem 3.1. 
Recall that A(H) is the maximum degree elf the vertices of H, 6(G) is 
degree of the vertices of G, ane I /3(H) is the card+aIity of 
a mitxitwm set of independent vertices of 
bof. Let (Z and H be graphs satisfying the hyt>othesis. There exists a * 
chain 
H, WY,., Z...CH, =H 
of subgraphs ofN satisfying the following ~‘4 flditions: 
(i) The graph H, is edgeteslc. 
(ii) N, _ 1 has p(H) fewer vertices than H. 
(iii) For any k, the removal of the edges of Irk from I$+ 1 lea.ves a
bipartite graph with bipartition (Jk, Yk) for & = V(_Hk) and Y, = . . 
VW&+1 I\ v(Hk )* 
Such a sequence sf graphs is constructed by removing from tyk ;a 
maximum set of independent vertices to obtain Hk _ 1. ‘F’he three con- 
ditions are then triviatly satisfied. 
. 
aving no edges, can b 
e shall let nk 
into 6. 
et 
eorem 3. I, we shall exten 
Lebt C&, Xk ) denote the bipartite aph obtained fro?;1 G by removing 
E 110x joining vertriixs of/k & . The desired conclusion of 
I 3. I is that titlere is an injectisn 0, : Yk + so tkt IP~ and 
8, defiae iu~ embeddinig of the bip il3 gaph of (iii) into G( ?> 
Si;nce nk embeds Hk atso, zk and 6, define an embedding nk+ 1 of dYk+l 
inI% G. Thw, we must derive the hypol;!wis of Theorem 3. I. 
The condit.ion ill = iJE of Theorem .J. t is a consequence of (4.2 ). To 
obtain I YI C /XI, nate that 
(by (4. I ) and ( 
Observe that the degree of the vertices f the bipartite graph de- 
bLod in (iii) is at most A(H). For k = m, . . . , A-- 1, we have 
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from ~vhich (3.59 folflows. This compietes the proof. 
oaf. In view of Theorem 4.1, it suffices to prove that II has 
ip/(A(_li) + 3 1 independent vertices. Let S be a maximal set af indepen- 
It6.ent vertices csf H. Since S is maximal, every vertex of II either lies 
i:n S 01 is adjacent o n member of S. But at most A(H) + 1 vertices a~ 
iadjacent to or equal to a given vertex of S. Hence S mtist have at 1eas.t 
i~?/‘(A(/i) +1) members, in order that at1 p vertices of If are adjacent o 
rctr equal to a member of S. 
